Organizing a personalized party is a really difficult task, especially when you want to establish a
central theme for a costume party. The advice of Simona Parisi

Attention to detail in this case is essential, and everything must be prepared to ensure that guests
have fun in every possible way.
How to organize a perfect personalized party? Read on, you will find really interesting ideas to rely
on to organize everything to the fullest.

Choose the central theme of the party
Before organizing a party you will have to find the central theme on which the whole party
revolves. Whether it is a masquerade party or a normal celebration, establishing the central point
will provide you with the guidelines to work on to decide on the clothing to wear, the decorations to
be affixed, the type of furniture, the menu, the music and everything you need. to decorate the place
of the party.
The themes are many and can relate to your favorite cartoon characters, or superheroes, or even if
you are nostalgic, a nice reinterpretation of past eras like the thirties or the legendary seventies.
Depending on your choice, you will also be able to choose the right music, to the delight of all those
people who love to dance.
It is also important to warn the guests in time, so that they can find the right dress or costume for the
occasion.

How to choose the place of the party
Once the central theme of the party has been decided and the guests are warned, the next step is to
find the right location to organize everything.
The choice of the place to hold the party is linked to several factors, which must be taken into
account during the organization.
In fact, not all locations are the same, and not all have the same characteristics. The number of
participants at the party must therefore be taken into account in the first analysis, it is therefore
important to know in advance the exact number, or at least approximate, of the persons present at
the event. In this way you will find the place with the right dimensions to accommodate everyone.

In the second analysis there is the age of the participants. In fact, every type of party and game is
different for each age group. Surely a party for teenagers will not have the same characteristics as a
masquerade party for adults.

Finally there are the various organizational requirements, which also include the rental of
equipment or special accessories exclusively for the party.

Choose the right party location
Having defined these elements, there are at least three different types of locations suitable for
organizing a party.
The first place is the house, a location that lends itself well to small receptions with friends, with a
few guests and where the collected environment creates a more familiar atmosphere. Moreover it
does not require the preparation of particular elaborate dishes.
The second one instead finds a right compromise between environment collected and equipped on
the premises. In fact, organizing a party in a restaurant gives you the opportunity to rent an area
where you can celebrate with a selected number of guests, and at the same time take advantage of
the services available. In fact, the premises are generally provided with restaurant, bar and disco,
and there are many in the big cities.
Finally, you can opt for the equipped locations, that is, places designed specifically to contain all
the comforts of a home but already adapted to organize parties of all kinds.
A simple internet search will provide you with all the information you need to take care of every
technical aspect.

Create the guest list
The last tip for organizing a perfect party is to invite the right number of people. Whether they are
relatives or friends, the beauty lies in sharing a moment of fun together, and to do so it is necessary
not to overdo it.
Both the choice of location and the number of people must be adequate.
In fact, having many guests and little space where moving is not convenient, and certainly will not
please the guests who find themselves with little room for movement.
As well as having a large space and a few guests, it could generate an effect of loss in people and
little cohesion and fun.
To avoid this, it is extremely important to create a list of the invited people, so as to have more or
less the exact number.

The list must contain the name and surname of the guest, to which category he belongs, relatives,
friends or special guests. The latter include all the figures invited to the party to entertain guests,
then speaker, animators, etc.
Once this is done you will have to set a budget, to have a clear idea of how to invest the money
right away.

Do you want to organize the perfect party in Sicily? CONTACT ME

